Liu Kecheng: Selected Bibliography

“Going Through Historical Space”

*Spitzer School of Architecture Lecture – October 18, 2012.*

**About:**

Dean of the School of Architecture of XUAT in Xi’an, China, architect Liu Kecheng has also been associated with University College London’s Bartlett School of Architecture in its Space Research Group. He is currently the director of the UIA Committee on Architectural Heritage in Region IV (Asia and Oceania). In addition to master planning and preservation planning, Kecheng’s building designs include the Relic Site Museum for Hanyang Emperor Mausoleum Burial, the Stone Carving Art Museum of Xi’an Tablet Forest, and the Main Pavilion French Pavilion at International ClayArt Village at Fuping.

**Books:**


**Articles (Selected from 2006-2011):**

“Museo de la Ruta de la Seda, Xian (Shaanxi) = Silk Road Museum, Xian (Shaanxi) - arquitecto = architect: Liu Kecheng.” *AV monografías = AV monographs*, 2011 July-Aug., n.150, p.62-69.


Articles listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library unless otherwise noted.

Web Sites:

**UCL Bartlett School of Graduate Studies. Space Research Group.**
[www.space.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/chamspam/people/kechengliu.html](http://www.space.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/chamspam/people/kechengliu.html)
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